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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like the weather!

The Steaming Pile
Straight from You-Know-Where!

FAMOUS PEOPLE’S NAMES, BRO.

Broseidon, Lord of the
Brocean
Whoopie Goldbro
Napoleon Bronaparte
Brorack Brobama
Brosama Bin Laden
Mary Kate & Ashley Brolsen
Derek Brolander
David Brolsen
Carl Bro
Glenn Broz
Eric Brotaker
Lindsey Brohan
Scarlett Brohansen
Brobecca Black
Justin Brober
The Brostreet Broys
David Browie
Bromeo and Juliet
Kim Brodassian
Brolivia Wilde

Shaquelle Bro Neil
Brogan Freeman
Abroham Lincoln
Brozart
Hulk Brogan
Tom Brody
Jeff Brodges
Brofessor oak
Browen Williams
Amelia Brohart
Brobi Wan Kenobi
Dumbrodore
Broldemort
Michelle Brokman
Vladmir Brotin
Kareem Brodul Jabar
Broses
Brohammed
Brocahontas
Brolysses S. Grant
Teddy Brosevelt

MTU wins Regional Battle of the
Brains. Who’d we beat? NMU?

Walker Pool Makes Reappearance
by Kara Bakowski ~ Daily Bull

Showering with children deemed legal,
Penn State Coach Rejoices
By Alex Dinsmoor ~ Daily Bull

In a sudden and surprise decision by the 14th appeals court
of mid Pennsylvania, showering
with children has become a legal activity after the recent scandal at Penn State University. The
case was brought about by Joe
Paterno, relating his involvement
with Jerry Sandusky’s activities.
After a record setting short procedure, the court determined
that although creepy, showering
with a child is no different than
showering with a significant other. Joe Paterno was a key figure
in the case.
“My long standing policy with incidents like this is that showering
can and should be done with
two individuals no matter the
age. Showering is an activity that
can and should be enjoyed with
as many individuals as possible
in order to get the “full experience” of the shower. That’s why
I often would shower with my

players before and after games.
Getting clean together is a great
way to celebrate!”
Testimony like this and from players of the Penn State football
team convinced the court that
although showering with others can be creepy at times, it in
no way is illegal. Testimony from
a former quarterback for Penn
State who wished to remain unnamed also shed light towards
the normality of the situation.
“It wasn’t out of the ordinary for
coach to get in the showers with
us after a big game. It’s how we
celebrated at Penn State, by taking close, intimate showers with
each other!”
With such testimony, the court
had no option but to see that
Sandusky was just “celebrating”
at all times! Cases brought up by
...see Cleanliness on back

The famed Walker swimming pool has resurfaced after the recent
snow. After its closure in the 80s, it has become nothing but a story
to tell freshmen that likely won’t believe it anyways.
However, students and faculty of all degrees and ages were shocked
last Wednesday, when a pool appeared in the snow in place of the
sidewalk in front of Walker.
“I was so confused. I thought that the pool used to be by the vending
machines, not in front of the building,” a faculty member said. “Unfortunately, it isn’t deep enough for swimming yet, but hopefully as we
get more snow, we’ll see a positive improvement.”
Students have mixed opinions on the new pool. While most are
happy that they may no longer have to walk up to the SDC to get a
workout, others are not so thrilled. “All of my classes are in Walker. It’s
so hard to get in and out of the building now, between the packs of
smokers and the people who just stand there in awe because there’s
a puddle of water on the sidewalk.”
...see Walker Water on back

THEY FIRED OUR COACH? RIOT! CLEARLY THAT IS THE ANSWER. All the cool kids
are doing it. Look at Occupy Wallstreet. They’re cool. Right? Right? Oh...
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Don’t Settle For Crappy Pizza!
Get A Large Studio Pepperoni
Pizza For As Little As $8 !!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

...from Walker Water on front

For Eli - <3 The Daily Bull

“This sucks. I have to walk through the pool to get
from DHH to Wads for meals on weekends. My
feet are soaked, and it’s just not fair. They should,
like, put the pool somewhere else. Like in the
basement,” an ignorant freshman girl said. She also
voiced a reasonable complaint about DHH’s lack
of food on the weekend, and is contemplating
suing the dining service for damages to her new
Armani boots that were ruined by the pool.
Knowledgeable school administrators have stated
that the pool may be a seasonable facility. Some
predict that it will be gone by the summer, to
return next November. “Due to budget cuts, we
won’t be able to afford to keep the pool running
year-round. As a result, we will only keep it operational during the winter months, when water is
cheapest and most readily available,” an administrator said yesterday.
Meanwhile, the pool will remain closed for the
same budgetary reasons until the snow longer
melts. It should be fully functional by December.
...from Cleanliness on front

Paterno were such things as getting an influx of
new members to Sandusky’s charity (the more
the merrier!) or getting access to more gym bathrooms (it’s nice to have a change of scenery once in a while). One cannot blame Sandusky for wanting to shower with children, since it
is them who made his charity so successful. The court agreed with the viewpoint by stating that showering with children is perfectly legal.
The judge delivered the opinion with the noted
Thanksgiving Dinner
opinion:
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STEER

When we tried to reach Sandusky for comment,
he was too busy showering to get back to us.

SEARCHER

the

“Based on the facts delivered by former Penn
State players, coaches, and various teenagers
we as a court cannot realistically be upset over
a person’s cleanliness activities regarding minors.
Staying clean is a necessary activity and if that may
involve children, then so be it. Although this is all
really creepy in the eyes of the justice system, we
cannot interfere with a long standing tradition of
Penn State.”
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